
Student Name:

Core Content

McNabb Middle School Montgomery County Schools

TRIBE DAY 1

Class Period: Class: BodieHealth

2.31 Students demonstrate the knowledge and skills they need to remain physically healthy and to accept responsibility
for their own physical well-being.
Assignment

Read the article that is attached. Answer the questtons provided.

1. How many minutes of physical activity a day is recommended ?

2. What are four reasons for remaining physicalfy active throughout your life.

1.

2.

3.

4,

3. Define aerobic exercise,

4. Your heart isn t the only thing that benefi'ts from exercise. Strength training also provides benefits to your body. List 3 benefits of strength

training.

1.

2.

3.

5. Defineflexibility

6. Whst is one the biggest reasons people stop exercising regularly?

7. What are some other factors you should consider when choosing a type of exercise program?

8, Define compulsive exercise.

9. How can participating in more than one sport help athletes?

10, Briefly summarize the last 4 paragraphs ofthis art-icle.



Exercise

You've probably heard countless times how exercise is "good for you." But did you know that it can actually help you feel goodf too?

Getting the right amount of exercise can rev up your energy levels and even help improve your mood.

Rewards and Benefits

Experts recommend that teens get 60 minutes or more of moderate to vigorous physical activity each day. Here are some of the

reasons:

" Exercise benefits every part of the body, including the mind. Exercising causes the body to produce endorphins,

chemicals that can help a person to feel more peaceful and happy. Exercise can help some people sleep better. It can

also help some people who have mild depression and low self-esteem. Plus/ exercise can give people a real sense of

accomplishment and pride at having achieved a certain goal —like beating an old time in the 100-meter dash.

" Exercising can hefp you look better. People who exercise bum more calories and look more toned than those who

don't. In fact, exercise is one of the most important parts of keeping your body at a healthy weight.

" Exercise helps people lose weight and lower the risk of some diseases. Exercising to maintain a healthy weight

decreases a person's risk of developing certain diseases, including type 2 diabetes and high blood pressure. These

diseases, which used to be found mostly in adults, are becoming more common in teens.

" Exercise can help a person age well. This may not seem jmportant now, but your body will thank you later. Women

are especially prone to a condition called osteoporosis (a weakening of fche bones) as they get older. Studies have found

that weight-bearing exercise —like jumping, running, or brisk walking —can help girls (and guys!) keep their bones

strong.

The three components to a well-balanced exercise routine are: aerobic exercise, strength training, and flexibility training.

Aerobic Exercise

Like other muscles, the heart enjoys a good workout. You can provide it with one in the form of aerobic exercise, Aerobic exercise is

any type of exercise that gets the heart pumping and quickens your breathing. When you give your heart this kind of workout

regularly, it will get stronger and more efficient in delivering oxygen (in the form of oxygen-carrying blood cells) to all parts of your

body.

If you play team sports, you're probably meeting the recommendation for 60 minutes or more of moderate to vigorous activity on

practice days. Some team sports that give you a great aerobic workout are swimming, basketball, soccer, iacrosse, hockey, and

rowing.

But if you don't play team sports, don't worry —there are plenty of ways to get aerobic exercise on your own or with friends. These

include biking, running, swimming, dancing, in-IJne skating, tennis, cross-country skiing, hiking, and walking quickly. In fact, the

types of exercise that you do on your own are easier to continue when you leave high school and go on to work or college, making it

easier to stay fit later in life as well.

Strength Training



The heart isn't the only muscle to benePt from regular exercise. Most of the other muscles in your body enjoy exercise, too. When

you use your muscles and they become stronger, it allows you to be active for longer penods of time without getting wom out.

Strong muscles are also a plus because they actually help protect you when you exercise by supporting your joints and helping to

prevent injuries. Muscle also burns more energy when a person's at rest than fat does, so building your muscles will help you bum

more calories and maintain a healthy weight.

Djfferent types of exercise strengthen different muscle groups, for exampfe:

" For arms, try rowing or cross-country skiing. Pull-ups and push-ups/ those old gym class standbys, are also good for

building arm muscles.

" For strong legs, try running, biking, rowing, or skating. Squats and leg raises also work the legs.

" For shapely abs, you can't beat rowing, yoga or pilates, and crunches.

Flexibility Training

Strengthening the heart and other muscles isn't the only important goal of exercise. Exercise also helps the body stay flexible,

meaning that your muscles and joints stretch and bend easily. People who are flexible can worry less about stralned muscles and

sprains.

Being flexibfe may also help improve a person's sports performance. Some activities, like dance or martiaf arts, obviously require

great flexibility, but increased flexibility also can help people perform better at other sports, such as soccer or lacrosse.

Sports and activities that encourage flexibility are easy to find. Martial arts like karate also help a person stay flexible, Ballet/

gymnastics, pilates, and yoga are other good choices. Stretching after your workout will also help you improve your flexibility.

What's Right for Me?

One of the biggest reasons people drop an exercise program is lack of interest: If what you're doing isn't fun, it's hard to keep it up.

The good news is that there are tons ofdifferent sports and activities that you can try out to see which one inspires you.

When picking the right type of exercise, it can help to consider your workout personality. For example, do you like to work out alone

and on your own schedule? If so, solo sports like biking or snowboardlng could be for you. Or do you like the shared motivation and

companionship that comes from being part of a team?

You also need to plan around practical considerations, such as whether your chosen activity is affordable and available to you,

(Activities like horseback riding may be harder for people who live in cities, for example.) You'll also want to think about how much

time you can set aside for your sport.

It's a good idea to talk Eo someone who understands the exercise, like a coach or fitness expert at a gym. He or she can get you

started on a program that's right for you and your level of fitness.

Another thing to consider Js whether any health conditions may affect how —and how much —you exercise. Doctors know that most

people benefit from regular exercise, even those with disabilities or conditions like asthma. But if you have a health problem or other

considerations (like being overweight or ver/ out of shape), tafk to your doctor before beginning an exercise plan. That way you can

get information on which exercise programs are best and which to avoid.

Too Much of a Good Thing



As with all good things, it's possible to overdo exercise. Although exercising is a great way to maintain a healthy weight, exercising

too much to lose weight isn't healthy. The body needs enough calories to function properly. This is especially true for teens, who are

still growing.

Exercising too much in an effort to burn calories and lose weight (also called compulsive exercise) can be a sign of an eating

disorder. If you ever get the feeling that your exercise is in charge of you rather fchan the other way around, talk with your doctor, a

parent, or another adult you trust.

It's also possible to overtrain —something high school athletes need to watch out for. If you participate in one sport, experts

recommend that you limit that activity to a maximum of 5 days a week, with at least 2-3 months off per year. You can still train

more than that as long as it's cross-training in a different sport (such as swimming or biking if you play football).

Participating in more than one activity or sport can help athletes use different skills and avoid injur/. Also, never exercise through

pain. And, ifyou have an injury, make sure you give yourself enough time to heal. Your body —and your performance —will thank

you.

Considering the benefits to fche heart, muscles, joints, and mind, it's easy to see why exercise is wise. And the great thing about

exercise is that it's never too late to start. Even smafi things can count as exercise when you're starting out —like taking a short bike

ride, walking the dog, or raking leaves.

If you're already getting regular exercise now, tr/ to keep it up after you graduate from high school. Staying fit is often one of the

biggest challenges for people as they get busy with college and careers.

Reviewed by: Mary L. Gavin, MD

Date reviewed: September 2015



Name: Day 1 - 6th Grade - Physicat Education Date:

Directions: Choose 5 activities/exercises from the following list to complete for exercise and put a check mark by the
ones that you complete. Have a witness sign off on the bottom.

50jumpingjacks

1 minute plank

30 second wall-sit

20 squats

Walkfor 10 minutes

Have a snowball fight

Run 3 laps around your house

Stretch for 5 minutes

30 calf-raises

Shovel the driveway

Clean your room

10 push-ups

25 sit-ups

Look-up and complete a 5 minute yoga routine

Play tag with your siblings/friends

Witness:



Name: Day 1 - 7th Grade - Physical Education Date:

Directions: Choose 5 activities/exercises from the following list to complete for exercise and put a check mark by the
ones that you complete. hlave a witness sign off on the bottom.

Witness:

SOjumpingjacks

1 minute plank

30 second wall-sit

20 squats

Walkfor 10 minutes

Have a snowball fight

Run 3 laps around your house

Stretch for 5 minutes

30 calf-raises

Shovel the driveway

Clean your room

10 push-ups

25 sit-ups

Look-up and complete a 5 minute yoga routine

Play tag with your siblings/friends



Name: Day 1 - 8th Grade - Physical Education Date:

Directions: Choose 5 activities/exercises from the following list to complete for exercise and put a check mark by the
ones that you complete. Have a witness sign off on the bottom.

50 jumping jacks

1 minute plank

30 second wall-sit

20 squats

Walkfor 10 minutes

Have a snowball fight

Run 3 laps around your house

Stretch for 5 minutes

30 calf-raises

Shovel the driveway

Clean your room

10 push-ups

25 sit-ups

Look-up and complete a 5 minute yoga routine

Play tag with your siblings/friends

Witness:
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Haiku poems are unrhymed traditional Japanese poetry.
They are very short, just 3 lines, with 17 syllables total. The

first and third lines have 5 syllables and the second line has 7

syllables. Most Haiku poems describe some detail of everyday

life with a personal reaction. The poems have two sections.
The poet moves from descn'ption to reflection.
Try to create an image of yourself or a career with

just a few words following the Haiku format.
Here are 3 samples to hetp you
get started;

Susan

A large broad smile
Her wide open brown eyes blink;

Happy in her skin

7776 Accountant

Adding, subtracting
Calculator on the desk;

Numbers never stop
^

The Vet

The animals come
Each day the doors open wide-

Owners look like them

5

7

5

5

7

5

39



Tribe Day 1:8th Grade Life Skills DeWolfe/Chinn Name:

L_Describe your present lifestyle. Wliat are your hobbies? What do you do when not at school?

2,_What part(s) ofyour life do you enjoy the most? Time with your family? Leaming new
things? Hanging out with friends?

3,_What part(s) ofyour life do you dislike? Do you expect this to change soon and why?

4,_Who are the most important or influential people in your life and why? How do they
influence your decisions that you make every day?

5,_Ifyou have work experience, what are the things about your current or pastjobs (Working for
family or friends) that you liked or disliked. List t3 likes and 3 dislikes.

Likes 1. 2. 3.
2.Dislikes 1. 3.

6,_List 3 Careers that you have thought about doing. Describe why you're interested in each
occupation.
1. Occupation#l

nTiy you are interested in this occupation (job)

2. Occupation#l
Why you are interested in this occupation (job)

3. Occupation#l
Why you are interested in this occupation (job)



Name:

Scoliosis

^w ond iy L. if-e Shi^ Off/ /
R- P^rson edHelper

Did you ever wonder what the doctor was looking for when checking your back during

your armual exam? Or perhaps you had a similar exam completed by the school nurse in

her office? That exam is known as the forward-bending test. Pediatricians use this test

each year and about fifty percent ofall states have public schools that use it, too. It's a

check for scoliosis. It s not a paper and pencil test. Instead, the patient keeps his or her

knees straight and bends over, appearing to touch his or her feet, while his or her back is

examined. The nurse or doctor wants to make sure there are no abnormal spinal curves on

the patient.

A healthy spine seems to run straight down the back's middle. There's a gentle curve to

it. It helps a person to stay upright. It is needed to walk and mn. When a person is

diagnosed with scoliosis, the spine is curving ina C or S shape or is twisted. Scoliosis

comes from a word in the Greek language meaning crooked.

Out ofone hundred people, three will have some form ofscoliosis. For some it is not too much ofa problem. For

others, wearing a brace or surgery is necessary. To measure the curve, doctors determine something called the Cobb

angle. Depending on that number, treatment is determined. From ten to fifteen degrees, the patient is monitored to

make sure the curve doesn't get worse. From twenty to forty degrees, the patient normally requires a back brace.

Surgery is recommended for those whose curve is calculated to be between forty to fifty degrees.

There are three basic categories ofscoliosis. When the abnormality is present at birth, it is considered congenital.

When scoliosis is related to another condition, it is considered secondary. For most cases, however, the category is

idiopathic. This is the most common category. Idiopathic means the cause is unknown. These are the cases which are

most often diagnosed between the ages often and fourteen. Without properly understanding the cause, there are three

things that are known. It can run in families. It is more common in girls than boys. Finally, girls are more likely to

need treatment.

After the initial diagnosis is made, the decision has to be made whether or not treatment is necessary. X-rays

may be ordered to get a better picture of what is going on. If the curve is minimal, a doctor who has measured it in

degrees can monitor it to see ifit gets worse. Monitoring usually takes place every three to twelve months. Ifmore

treatment is needed, however, the doctor will recommend the patient sees an orthopedist or orthopedic surgeon,an

expert on bones. The orthopedist will decide what to do next.

Around twenty percent ofthose with scoliosis need a back brace. Its purpose is to hold the spine in place so the

condition doesnt get worse. Most need to be wom around twenty hours a day, including while at school and while

sleeping. The most frequently worn brace helps children with scoliosis in the lower back. It has an extremely long

name, thoraco-lumbo-sacral orthosis, or TLSO for short. Some people also call it the Boston brace. No matter what it



Name: edl1el[)er

is called, it comes under the arms and is more comfortable than larger ones. Another kind of brace, the Wilmington

jacket, is lightweight and not visible. Finally, another common brace is the Charleston brace, which can only be

wom when sleeping.

Around ten percent ofthose with scoliosis need surgery. Ifsevere scoliosis is not treated, the condition becomes

very visible and uncomfortable. The heart andjoints will start to be affected, too. Under anesthesia, the orthopedic

surgeon performs surgery. Tiny pieces ofbone are removed from the hipbone. Then the surgeon fases them in

between the vertebrae to prevent further curving. The surgeon also inserts metal rods that don't have to be removed

to keep the spine straight while the bones heal. The actual surgery takes around three to four hours. By the next day,

most patients can get out of bed. After about a week, the patient can go home. The patient won't return to school for

about a month. Many activities can be resumed in about three to four months.

Scoliosis is sometimes barely noticeable. However, for those with severe curvature, treatment is necessary.

Treatment has come a long way to prevent or correct curving and allows most patients to resume most activities.

Scoliosis

Questions

1. A healthy spine has absolutely no curve.

A. tme
B. false

2. What is the initial test for scoliosis called?

A. forward-bending test
B. brace screening
C. surgery testing
D. paper and pencil

3. Which statement is tme?

A. Doctors only screen adults for scoliosis.
B. Once you are screened as an infant for scoliosis, you never have to be screened again.
C. All public schools screen for scoliosis.
D. About fifty percent ofpublic schools screen for scoliosis.

have some form ofscoliosis.4. Out ofone hundred people,
A. 3
B. 75 C. 20
D.50

5. What is the measurement for the curve of the spine called?



McNabb Middle School

Tribe Day l
ORCHESTRA

Learning Target: MU:Pr5.3.E.IIIa Develop, apply, and reftne appropriate reheaisal
strategies to address individual aiid ensemble challenges in a varied repertoire ofmusic.

Activitv;

1. Use your chromebook or other device to record yourself playing each of our
current orchesh-al pieces. Play each piece from start to finish at a tempo ofyour
choosing. You may play the pieces in any order.

2. Email recordings to Ms. Wright at lauren.wriehtffl.monteomery.kyschools.us.

3. Ifyou do not have access to a recording device (or are having technical
difficulties) please fill out the practice log below and have your parent sign the
bottom.

4. Ifyou do not have an instrument at home, please write in finger numbers and
bowings for all ofyour pieces.

Assessment:
This assignment will count as a 20-point completion grade. Those who send recordings
will receive feedback on their perfomiance, but will not be graded based on their

performance.



McNabb Orehestra Pracdce Log

1. List the practice strategies that were most helpful to you.

2. What piece are you the best at?

3. What piece needs the most improvement (please list specific measiu-es).

Student Signature Date

Parent Signature_ Date



SYMPHONIC BAND TRIBE DAY 1 FOCUSED PRACTICE SESSION

NAME: DATE: START TlME
[NSTRUCTIONS: FOR THIS ASSIGNMENT, YOU WILL NEED YOUR INSTRUMENT, YOUR BAND MUSIC, AND A PENCIL.

START BY SETTING A GOAL TO IMPROVE YOUR BAND MUSIC, AND THEN YOUR INSTRUMENT AND TRACK THE PRACTICE

STRATEGIES THAT YOU ARE USING. FlNALLY, REFLECT ON YOUR PROGRESS.

THIS ASSIGNMENT IS DUE WHEN YOU RETURN TO SCHOOL. IF YOU DO NOT HAVE YOUR INSTRUMENT, THE ASSIGNMENT MUST
BETURNEDINNOLATERTHANTHE2NDDAYBACKATSCHOOL.

SET A GOAL
1] I want to be able to play_ .[name ofpiece) with better_

2} I will know that I have reached my goal when I can_

USE PRACTICE STRATEGIES

While practicing at least 30 minutes, fill out the chart below to describe what you practiced and how you
practiced. Use the practice strategy idea chart at the bottom for ideas about how to practice.

What I played Practice strategies that I used

REMEMBER TO SWAB (WOODWINDS) AND EMPTY SPIT VALVE (BRASS)

END TlME

REFLECTION:
1] Did you meet your practice goal? Using a complete sentence, describe what improved & what needs
more work.

PRACTICE STRATEGY IDEAS

B- SAY THE NOTE NAMES, FINGER ALONG

C-AIRPLAY

D- REPEAT SMALL SECTIONS

E-USEAMETRONOME

F-USEATUNER

G- START SLOW AND GET FASTER

H-CHUNK-IT

1-PLAY5TIMESPERFECT

J- PLAY WITH ACCOMPANIMENT (BOOK CD)

K-SINGYOURPART

L-PLAYTHERHYTHMONONENOTE

Warm-Ups

Scales

Concert
Music



CONCERT BAND TRIBE DAY 1 FOCUSED PRACTICE SESSION

NAME: DATE: START TlME
INSTRUCTIONS: FOR THIS ASSIGNMENT, YOU WILL NEED YOUR INSTRUMENT, YOUR BAND MUSIC, AND A PENCIL.

START BY SETTING A GOAL TO IMPROVE YOUR BAND MUSIC, AND THEN YOUR INSTRUMENT AND TRACK THE PRACTICE

STRATEG1ES THAT YOU ARE USING. FlNALLY, REFLECT ON YOUR PROGRESS.

THIS ASSIGNMENT IS DUE WHEN YOU RETURN TO SCHOOL. IF YOU DO NOT HAVE YOUR INSTRUMENT, THE ASSIGNMENT MUST

BE TURNED IN N0 LATERTHAN THE 2ND DAY BACKAT SCHOOL

SET A GOAL
1} I want to be able to play_ .(name ofpiece) with better_

2] 1 will know that I have reached my goal whenIcan_

USE PRACTICE STRATEGIES

While practicing at least 30 minutes, fill out the chart below to describe what you practiced and how you
practiced. Use the practice strategy idea chart at the bottom for ideas about how to practice.

What I played Practice strategies that I used

REMEMBER TO SWAB (WOODWINDS) AND EMPTY SPIT VALVE (BRASS)

END TlME

REFLECTION:
1] Did you meet your practice goal? Using a complete sentence, describe what improved & what needs
more work.

PRACTICE STRATEGY IDEAS

A-COUNTTHERHYTHM

B- SAY THE NOTE NAMES, FINGER ALONG

C-AIRPLAY

< D-REPEATSMALLSECTIONS

E-USEAMETRONOME

F-USEATUNER

G- START SLOW AND GET FASTER

H-CHUNK-IT

1-PLAY5TIMESPERFECT

J- PLAY WITH ACCOMPANIMENT <BOOK CD)

K-SINGYOURPART

L-PLAYTHERHYTHMONONENOTE

Warm-Ups

Scales

Concert
Music



BEGINNING BAND TRIBE DAY 1 FOCUSED PRACTICE SESSION

NAME: DATE: START TlME
INSTRUCTIONS: FOR THIS ASSIGNMENT, YOU WILL NEED YOUR INSTRUMENT, YOUR BAND MUSIC, AND A PENCIL

START BY SETTING A GOAL TO IMPROVE YOUR BAND MUSIC, AND THEN YOUR [NSTRUMENT AND TRACK THE PRACTICE

STRATEGIES THAT YOU ARE USING. FlNALLY, REFLECT ON YOUR PROGRESS.

THIS ASSIGNMENT IS DUE WHEN YOU RETURN TO SCHOOL. IF YOU DO NOT HAVE YOUR INSTRUMENT, THEASS1GNMENT MUST

BE TURNED IN N0 LATER THAN THE 2ND DAY BACK AT SCHOOL.

SET A GOAL
1] 1 want to be able to play_ .(name ofpiece) with better_

2) I will know that I have reached my goal when I can_

USE PRACTICE STRATEGIES

While practicing at least 30 minutes, fill out the chart below to describe what you practiced and how you
practiced. Use the practice strategy idea chart at the bottom for ideas about how to practice.

What I played Practice strategies that I used

REMEMBER TO SWAB (WOODWINDS) AND EMPTY SPIT VALVE (BRASS)

END TlME

REFLECTION:
1) Did you meet your practice goal? Using a complete sentence, describe what improved & what needs
more work.

PRACTICE STRATEGY IDEAS

A-COUNTTHERHYTHM

< B-SAYTHE NOTE NAMES, FINGERALONG

i C- AIR PLAY

D- REPEAT SMALL SECTIONS

E-USEAMETRONOME

F-USEATUNER

G- START SLOW AND GET FASTER

H-CHUNK-IT

1-PLAY5TIMESPERFECT

J- PLAY WITH ACCOMPANIMENT (BOOK CD)

K-SINGYOURPART

L-PLAYTHERHYTHMONONENOTE <

Warm-Ups

Scales

Concert
Music



MUSIC SVMBOL CROSSLUORD (Level 1 )
DIRECTEONS: FiU in the squares with the terms for common music symbols by following the CLUES below.

Cnoir
TPVbe D< "̂Y

\^^
_l

\brc^^
l^-v<a

\^a C.C-

H-<Ar- ^<\. -^- HL^

b c Jr-V^ i^ 'n A S -H'^c-

\,\t\iie.-C~ C\OJLS

I'/'y

SHOW WHAT YOU KNOW: ACROSS
FiU in the blanks.

^ 2y y /or^/ volurn.e up or^. ^: ^^

4. 5 Unes and 4 spaces

5. (jf, G CIef or ______ Clef

7. | make a sound for 1 beat

ll.:|| play it again or

12. e):FClefor
_ _ __ CIef

14. J make a soiin.d for 2 beats

16. o make a soimd foi 4 beats
4

17. 4 ————signafrure: two nuinbers at the beginnm^
of music thafr show the number of beats m each
measure and the kind of note that gets one beat

18. space between barlines

SHOW WHAT YOU KNOW: DOWN
Fill in the blanks.

1. _^^===- decrescendo, voliune tuming down or

gettmg ______

2. A bar _ _ _ _ separates measures of music.

3. J make a sound for 3 beats _ „_ _

6. J) make a note for ^ beat __ _ _ „

8. J J coimect or _ _ _ the notes together

9. y ^ ". keep silent or

10. ^ fermata: make the note longer or _ „___ it.

13. p piano, quiet or

15. -s==^^^ crescendo, volume tuming up or

gettmg______

CLUES: WHOLB NOTE = 4 beats " LOUDER = a-escemSo "TWSE signataue = 2 numbers " BASS Clef = P Clef " SOFT s pt'ano
" DOTTED HALF NOTE = 3 beats " MEASURE = between the barlines " QUARTER NOTE = I beat " TIE = connected notes
" REPEAT = play it again « TREBLE Clef = G CIef " EIGHTH NOTE = 1/2 beat " REST = sUence " SOFTER = decrescenlo
" STAFF = lines md spaces " BaiUNE = separates the measuns " HALF NOTE = 2 beats " HOLD ^fermala " LOUD = ftrte

^
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2018-19 Visual Art Class Tribe Day Lesson Plans 1-10

2018-19 Visual Arf Class TRIBEDAYV1
Teacher: Mareha Riddell Grade: 6th, 7th and 8th Grade

Lesson #1 Architectwe Drawings Inside-Outside
Purpose: To illustrate both the jnside and the outside of a building or object in a single picture.
Materials Needed: pencil, paper can use a ruler, colored pencils, crayons, or markers. You may also use

your computer, phone or a magazine as a resource to create your illustration.
Procedure: Students will draw in a single picture the inside and the outside of a given building or object.
Other subjects you can use could be a mode of transportation (car, bus, train, boat,) or technology (cell
phone, computer, game system).
Quick Write: Write a short paragraph that describes your inside-outside drawing.
Evaluation: lllustrate the inside and outside of architecture or an object on a piece of paper using a

pencil.


